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U.S. Regional Labor Input Prices are linked to Productivity, 
Inequality, and Competitiveness
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Source: BLS Source: BEA

Economic Competitiveness 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The objective of this work is to construct U.S. regional labor input prices, that is KLEMS labor prices for regions in the U.S. The first motivation for this is that labor effectiveness, or labor quality, is component of labor productivity growth. If we think about our growth accounting equation, labor quality growth is a term that appears and we need to measure. The first figure on the left, which I acknowledge is too small to read shows BLS measures on labor productivity by state between 2007 and 2021 so a motivating question is how much of this is due to labor quality growth within states.A second motivation for our work on regional labor input prices is related to income inequality. The right panel shows new data available from BEA on income inequality by U.S. states with darker states having more inequality. An open question is how income inequality is related to productivity and the distribution on skills across states.Finally, labor input prices are directly related to economic competitiveness, the ability to attract and maintain a workfoce. For example, if the cost of hiring a production worker is much cheaper in Ohio than in California, Ohio is more competitive and U.S. policy makers are increasingly interested in this type of information. The Biden admisitration has an important efforts assessing labor market competition. Obviously all of these issues are intertwined: competitiveness effects growth, growth attracts businesses, and businesses pay workers. Our objective at this point is not to describe the complicated general equiblibrium dyanmics, but to provide a set of prices that are the starting point for complicated generally equilibrium type thinking. 

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/prin4.pdf
https://www.bea.gov/system/files/papers/BEA-WP2022-6.pdf


Derive U.S. Regional Labor Input Prices from Model of Production

• Ultimate target: Regional productivity (TFP) levels integrated into national accounts 
• Account for heterogeneity of workforce (Jorgenson and Griliches) 
• i workers that account for education, age, sex, sector (matches ILPA)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So in the paper we Derive U.S. Regional Labor Input Prices from Model of Production. This model of production is geared toward the ultimate target of production regional TFP levels (not growth rates). I just showed you growth rates on the previous slide, but is the levels that are important for understanding competitiveness, convergence and such. We know from Jorgenson and Griliches that it is important to capiture the heterogeneity of the workfoce in doing productivity calculations. We don’t want to produce measures driven by a model that implies someone how hasn’t graduated high school and works a dishwasher is the has the same price of labor as an experienced PhD chemist in the pharmaceutical industry. For tractability and to be consistent with the BEA-BLS integrated industry level production account, the ILPA we cross classify workers by education, age, sex, and sector. We assume that each location has a cost function that is translog KLEMS inputs. . Under this assumption, the TFP level gap between regions is the weighted dfifference between input prices and output prices where the weights are the average in each location. In this equation here P tilda is the labor input price relative and this is our objective of interest. If it is greater than 1 the price or labor input is higher in the reference location in comparison to the Base location and this reflects the costs of hiring one worker of the same quality in different locations.We also find it useful to define another price difference that is the labor price gap based on the average hourly wage that does not account for input heterogeneity that is treats all workers as homogenous. The difference between this and the price gap that adjusts for labor composition is the quality gap in labor input between the two locations. For example, if the average wage gap between locations is 50%, and the price gap that accounts for labor heterogeneity is 30%, this tells us that the quality gap is 20%. That is, if the two locations had the same composition of workers the gap in labor prices would be 30% but because the reference location has a higher quality workforce the gap in average wages is 20%. 



Data is a combination of household micro data and control totals 
from BEA’s National and Regional Economic Accounts

• American Community Survey (ACS)
o 1% sample; age, education, sex, location of work, usual hours worked, weeks (intervals) and wage and 

salary income
o By State: 51 x Sex(2) x Age(7) x Education (5)
o By Region and Sector: Region (8) x Sector (15) x Sex(2) x Age(7) x Education (5)
o 2006-2019

• Control totals from BEA’s national and regional economic accounts 
o Consider only employees
o Workers by State and Region x Sector consistent with National Accounts
o Labor compensation by  State and Region x Sector consistent with National Accounts
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With this model, let me move on to the data which is a combination of household micro data and control totals from BEA’s National and Regional Economic AccountsFor the demographic data we use the ACS. Because of sample size we construct two cross classifications, one that is at the state level only and doesn’t consider sector and another that is by8 regions and 15 sectors. To integrate this in the national accounts we use Control totals from BEA’s national and regional economic accounts 



High Labor Input Prices Related to Major Urban Centers; Low Prices Dispersed
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Labor Input Price Gap 2019

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On to the results, what we are showing here is the labor input price measures by State relative to our Base state which is Ohio. Ohio is basically in the middle of the average wage distribution. This is for 2019.I know you can see the numbers but that is the point of the map. States with high relative labor input prices are in dark blue.At the state level we see that relatively high labor input prices are related to urban centers (and also AK); for example we see CA, IL (Chicago), TX, and the NY and MA areas. States with relatively low labor input prices are in orange and these are disperse; across the Great Plains and some in the South East and Maine and VT. Interestly we can see that Hawaii has relative low labor input prices. 



Largest Price Growth in Western half of the Country
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Labor Input Price Gap Growth 2006-2019

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The previous slide was a 2019 level comparison which is useful for assessing competitiveness but we are also interest in how things are changing over time, for example how it relates to the labor productivity growth for the first slide. This map shows relative labor input price growth between 2006 and 2009. We can see that the highest growth rates over this period were mostly in the Western part of the country, but remember that this could be catching up from a low level so this is why having the level data is important between catching up and expanding past other places. 



Quality Differences are Important; Largest mostly in NE and 
negative in Southeast
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Labor Quality Gap 2019

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now on to differences in the contributions of labor quality to the labor input price gap. The BLS in the US already publishes average labor compensation by region and state (I think) so in one sense this is the value added of our paper. If there were no differences in quality one could simply use avg labor compensation as a measure of labor input price gaps but this result shows that there are some notably quality gaps across the country. You cant see on the map, but DC has the largest quality gap in 2019 and its about 25% in 2019. That is the average annual compensation in DC is higher than OH by about 25% because the quality of the workforce in DC is higher. Obvioulsy DC is a special case due to the educated federal workers but this is important for other locations as well as you can see on the map, for example CO, WA, NY, MN. 



Consumption Prices are Important for Maintaining Workforce
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Labor Input Price Gap relative to Regional Price Parity 2019

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I have told you only about labor input prices and these are useful for measuring competitiveness from the perspective of paying workers but it is also important to consider maintaining a labor force. That is if purchase prices of goods and services are much higher than labor input prices, it likely will not be possible to attract workers. This maps shows the labor input price gap compared to prices of goods and services by state. BEA publishes these are regional price parities and this slides normalizes them to OH. If labor prices are high relative to consumption prices, employees have more purchasing power so you can think of this as real labor prices. Blue indicates relatively good places to work relative to purchasing prices and orange relatively bad. So even though prices are high in CA, wages are relatively high enough to keep it attractive to workers. You cant see DC and CT but they are relatively affordable, HI was low labor input prices but very high prices so shows up in orange an this indicates that even though wages are low, maintaining a workforce there is disfficult; also likely the case that the wages and benefits we measure don’t reflect some other benefits of living in HI.



Sector differences are important for assessing regional labor price gaps
Table 1: Labor Input Price Gaps, 2019
Adjusted to Labor Compensation 
Controls NE Mideast Great Lakes Plains South East Southwest

Rocky 
Mountain Far West

Total 0.11 0.14 0.00 -0.07 -0.03 0.05 0.02 0.21

Agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting -0.06 -0.40 0.00 -0.02 -0.19 -0.24 -0.19 0.22
Mining -0.03 0.11 0.00 0.22 -0.01 0.31 0.29 0.19
Utilities 0.06 0.01 0.00 -0.10 -0.10 -0.02 -0.12 0.08
Construction 0.07 0.05 0.00 -0.13 -0.11 0.01 -0.05 0.14
Manufacturing 0.05 -0.03 0.00 -0.06 -0.02 0.14 0.00 0.24
Wholesale trade 0.11 0.09 0.00 -0.05 0.02 0.11 0.08 0.08
Retail trade 0.10 0.08 0.00 -0.07 0.00 0.07 0.12 0.26
Transportation and warehousing -0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.08 -0.01 0.07 0.04 0.27
Information 0.24 0.31 0.00 -0.08 0.06 0.13 0.21 0.72
Finance, insurance, real estate, rental 0.24 0.28 0.00 -0.09 -0.06 0.03 -0.03 0.14
Professional and business services 0.21 0.16 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.11 0.09 0.21

Education, health care, social assistance 0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.03 0.01 0.03 -0.04 0.09

Arts, entert., recreation, accom., food svc 0.08 0.16 0.00 -0.09 -0.03 0.02 0.13 0.26
Other services, except government 0.00 0.08 0.00 -0.08 -0.03 -0.02 0.08 0.03
Government 0.13 0.30 0.00 -0.09 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0.299

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Everything I have showed you so far is at the state level and doesn’t control for industry across states due to current data limitations. But it is the case that sector prices are important for assessing  regional labor price gaps. This slide give a table of log percentage gaps across regions and sector. The total line is for the regional relative to the Gret Lakes and there are some differences across regions but we can see that sector is very important.For example, the the NE as a whole is about 11 higher than the Great Lakes but we can see that the FIRE sector is 24%higher and the Professional and business services is about 20% higher.The Middle eastern states which include DC VA and NJ (which is a NYC subuarb) is higher by about 14% but we can see this is mostly Information and FIRE .On the Southwest Manuf labor input prices are about 14% higher and in the Rockey mountain region Retail trade labor input prices are much higher.Finally looking at the Far West which includes CA and WA we can see the(almost ridiculaoslu) higher prices of workers in the Info industry. It is worth noting that an assumption of these results is that Information workesrs of the same education and experiecee are the same across regions. So if the software engineers in CA were somehow all superstars our measure should be capturing this as higher quality but would capture it as higher wages. 



Conclusions

• Important to account for input heterogeneity when measuring labor prices within the U.S. 

• Relevant for assessing labor market competitiveness and sustainability across the U.S.; open 
question is why factor prices not equalized; how relates to inequality

• Integrating with National Accounts is the first step in a regional KLEMS production account

• Next steps: metropolitan areas; regional labor reallocation; longer time series; improving 
small cells
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So those are the results but wrapping up with our main message: First, Important to account for input heterogeneity when measuring labor prices within the U.S. This manifests as quality differences in our data and is important to distinguish from price differeces. It is a real differences. The results are Relevant for assessing labor market competitiveness and sustainability across the U.S.; open question is why factor prices not equalized; how relates to inequalityThis is first step in a KLEMS account. I think the other components are much more difficult.Ending with next steps, it looks like doing MSAs important; we could use this to calc labor reallocation, extend time series and improve small cells to do state and 63 industry which is what we really want. 
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